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Limit_Less
Follow your love –
it will bring you into lot of troubles,
but this is the way to live
a creative life beyond limits

Most creative individuals are “created’ by loving

Nature’s creations are always in progress

but demanding parents.

Human creations are flickering flames

They grow and harden in challenging environments.

What is done is finished!

And flourish in conditions
favorable for wild ideas and works.

The definition of creativity is different amongst
every single person,
and everyone sees creativity
in a different light.

A creative person is born, not made

Creativity is a possibility ….

He or she just can’t be ordinary

to discover the impossible

It lasts for a lifetime

to break the limit

to enjoy your own creativity

to open up the parachute
( of your own mind)

Everything is limited,

To distance yourself

Only through the struggle

including creativity.

readily, at any time

in one’s pilgrimage to knowledge

What is important

from the environment

is to not stop testing the limits.

gives you valuable
creative quality time

can they ever realize
what they want from life

NEW ASSOCIATIONS BY CHANCE
Learn every day,

Creativity is an inner force

play any way

which we use to make connections,
both internal and external.

Creativity is itself limitless,
but situated in the human world,

Despite of the surrounding atmosphere,

it is always oriented

a creative person should have the courage

towards a concrete problem.

to be alone in majority

Concreteness comes from

to have the will to express

ethical norms,

what he has thought,

cultural forms,

in order to contribute

societal structures.

something new in his filed,

Making ourselves conscious for concreteness

which can touch others and

makes virtual creativity existent.

makes them be reflective.
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